
Name:……………………………………………………………………

School : ………………………….Middle School School year :2016/2017

Class :1AM……………….. Timing :1 hour

Text:

1_Read the text and colour the correct answer(2pts):

a_Younes is:

b_Younes is from:

2_I read and supply the capitalization and the right punctuation(3pts):

hello my name is susan what is your name

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….

3_Complete the following table(4pts):

……………………………. Two

5 ……………………….

8 ………………………..

………………………………….. Twelve

4_I help Maria to find the right word(3pts):

First Term English test N°1

Hello ,my name is Younes.I am 11 years old.I am from Algeria and I live in Batna.I am a pupil at

Ben Boulaid Middle School.

12 1311

Algeria Great BritainAustralia

My name …………………………Maria.I…………………….12.

I…………..in Adrar.I love my city.Live

Is

am
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5_Put the words in the right balloon(2pts):my_fill_sick_nice

6_Your new English friend wants to know about you,introduce yourself in a short paragraph(6pts)

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….

/ /Hi /I/sit
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First term test N°2

Reading comprehension:(7pts)

A_I Read the E mail and complete the table below:

Relative Name Age Job

1)_..........................
2)Mother
3)_.........................

*Ahmed
*…………………………
*Akram

*…………………………….
*………………………………..
*12 years old

*…………………………..
*…………………………
*………………………….

B_I colour the right answer:

*The nurse works in:

*The teacher works in:

*The architect works in:

Mastery of the language:(7pts)

A_Cross the odd word out:

1_Tuesday_Friday_Today_Monday.

2_Black_tall_White_purple

3_Mother_sister_aunt_teacher

B_Underline the right answer:

Mona is(a/an)journalist.(He/She)is 25 years old.(Her/His)brother is (a/an)architect.

Hi Sally ;

How are you ?I am happy to introduce my family.My father is a teacher.He is 47 years old.His name is Ahmed.

My mother is a nurse.She is 42 years old.Her name is Meriem and my brother Akram is 12 years old.He is a
pupil at a middle school.

How about you?

Love

Omar

Name :………………………………………………………….

Class :……………………………………………………………

Date :……………………………………………………………

…

Sally12@gmail.com

My family

a_a school
c_a hospitalb_an office

c_an officeb_a school
a_a hospital

c_an officeb_a hospitala_a school
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C_I put the words in the right bubble:Tuesday_nice_white_gray

Situation of integration(6pts)

Complete this conversation using words from the following list:

Razane:Welcome to my home,sally

Sally:Thank you,Razane.

Razane:Let me show you………………………….of my……………………….

Sally:……………………..is this?

Razane:………………..is my sister.

Sally:……………………is her job?

Razane:She is a………………………

Sally:and this cat?

Razane:It’s my pet;Loulou.

………………………………………………

…………………………………………………

………………………………………………

…………………………………………

nurse_what_family_

who_she_photos
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